Speech text in comic books is placed and written in a particular manner by the letterers which raises unusual challenges for text recognition. We first detail these challenges and present different approaches to solve them. We compare the performances of generic versus specifically trained OCR systems for typewritten and handwritten text lines from French comic books. This work is evaluated over a subset of public (eBDtheque) and private (Sequencity) datasets. We demonstrate that generic OCR systems perform best on typewritten-like and lowercase fonts while specifically trained OCR can be very powerful on skewed, uppercase and even cursive fonts.
INTRODUCTION
Comic books are part of the cultural heritage of many countries and their massive digitization allows information retrieval. Text is one of the crucial information to retrieve in order to index comic book content. There are different type of text present in comics. We focus on the most frequent one which is speech text but there are other types of text such as title, caption, illustrative and drawing text ( Figure 1 ). This paper highlights previous work about text recognition applied to comics and propose new perspectives towards typewritten and handwritten speech text recognition.
Text recognition in comics is really challenging because it includes most of the difficulties from text recognition in document analysis domain if we consider high variability of the text types that compose the comics. From typewritten Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. to handwritten, free-form text in uniform to complex background including image noise, text deformation and overlapping. A desirable research contribution has been made in the field of text recognition considering scanned document pages from printed and handwritten text books. The main published studies on text recognition and identification on comics are discussed below.
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Automatic text extraction and text recognition from speech balloon considering digital English comics was investigated [7] . In their investigation, a region based text extraction method was applied initially and furthermore, two sub-approaches: connected component and edge-based technique were introduced. Connected component labeling-based algorithm was applied to remove the noises from RGB images for detecting the connected components in the image. Connected component-based methods were applied by grouping small components into successively larger ones until all regions were identified in the image. In their research, color digital English comic image was taken as input and RGB band values were applied to input image for band selection. In recognition phase, the process of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) was divided into: segmentation, correlation and classification steps. In segmentation step, each text character was cropped and in the correlation step, cropped characters were matched with the datasets. In the classification process, text images was recognized considering the matching process of crop characters with the datasets. Finally, the text from OCR output was stored in text file for convenient use. Another method using OCR output have been proposed by Ponsard [6] , it is part of an end-to-end process and focuses on speech text of a single French typewritten font for which an OCR system have been trained for.
Recently, a comic text recognition method was investigated [3] . In the work, Manga images were used for text extraction and text recognition process. A median filteringbased technique was considered in the pre-processing stage for noise removal. A connected component labeling-based algorithm was taken into account for balloon detection in comic pages and subsequently the OCR was used for text recognition. The OCR process, described in their study was divided into: segmentation, correlation and classification steps in recognition phase. Text lines, words and characters were segmented before feeding characters into the OCR system. A desirable recognition rate at character level was achieved in the experimentation.
An identification technique considering text images in comic books was presented in our previous paper [10] . In another paper [11] , a method to recognize text elements in comic was proposed. The proposed method uses a sliding concentric windows (SCW) and support vector machine (SVM) based approach to identify text regions. Subsequently, OCR was applied to recognize text elements in speech balloons. Instead of encoding the text regions as vectors, the text elements were embedded in the SVG file along with coordinate values.
From the literature surveyed, it can be noted that an impressive progress of research is achieved in some areas of comics, such as speech balloon detection, text region localization, comic text extraction, and comic character recognition considering European, American and Manga comic books. Conversely, few investigations has been considered in text recognition in the field of comic image analysis.
In the next section, we compare typewritten and handwritten speech text in comics. Section 3 proposes two different processes, one for typewritten and one for handwritten text. Section 4 details the experiments we carried out on two datasets and Section 5 concludes this work.
TYPEWRITTEN VS HANDWRITTEN
Typewritten and handwritten texts are always appearing in intermixed way in several kinds of documents. Likewise, the comic books are also composed by these two different types of text. Usually, comic books consist of a wide variety of content types and the text part and comic characters are properly interlinked in a speech balloon. The textual part generally resides inside a speech balloon of comic books. Different types of text in terms of font size can be found inside balloon. It is observed that typewritten text characters have a relatively stable height within a same comic story whereas it may vary in handwritten text, see Figure 2 and Figure 3 .
The challenges related to speech text in comic books are the multiplicity of script, scale and orientation. Figure 1 illustrates the diversity of speech text in comic books. The text lines are quite short (space is limited in speech balloon) compared to other types of documents and, according to the style of the comics, there are also variations of writing style, case, spelling (word from dictionary or with voluntary spelling mistakes) and hyphenation. In order to cope with 
PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we briefly present a text localization algorithm we rely on and then review two well known OCR systems used for typewritten text recognition. Finally, we detail a specific training process for handwritten text recognition.
Text localization
In this study, we propose to rely on text localization to find speech text mainly from speech balloons. At this stage, any speech text extractor can be used but our result highly relies on its performance. In this paper, we use our algorithm that reaches 75.8% recall and 76.2% precision for text line localization (mainly speech text) on eBDtheque dataset [8] .
Typewritten text recognition
Text recognition in comic book is one of the most complicated areas in comic document analysis. It is a complex process to recognize the text in comic book due to their various writing styles, different font size, complex background and degraded image quality. In this study, an attempt has been made to explore a recognition technique of comic text images. Two different OCR systems namely, Tesseract and ABBYY FineReader was considered for text recognition. Tesseract and ABBYY FineReader are two most popular OCR systems presently available. Tesseract OCR engine can be used in various operating systems. Tesseract, is considered to be one of the most accurate free open source OCR engines. Tesseract is not a complete featured OCR program. This open-source Tesseract OCR engine was originally developed at Hewlett-Packard between 1984 and 1994 [9] and then improved by Google. ABBYY FineReader OCR engine can be used in a specific operating system. The pre-trained Tesseract OCR and ABBYY FineReader OCR have been considered for recognition in our experiment.
For recognition of the text images appeared in comic books, some pre-processing approaches have been considered in our experiment before feeding the text into OCR systems. Initially, the raw text images were converted into binarized text images. A global threshold is used to convert the gray images to binary images. After that, a smoothing technique was considered to remove the small noises. A resizing method with bicubic interpolation was also undertaken in the experimentation. For the recognition of comic text images, the Tesseract OCR engine and ABBYY FineReader OCR version have been adopted in this proposed study. Subsequently, the pre-processed text images were sent into the Tesseract and ABBYY FineReader to obtain the OCR output as an editable text.
Handwritten text recognition
As introduced in Section 1, handwritten text is very challenging for OCR systems. Their require a lot of annotated single letters of each font to train their optical model in order to be able to recognize text properly. In fact, it is not really feasible to annotate all letterer styles as they are continuously trying to be different from others (part of the identity of the comic book). Instead of annotating a huge amount of handwritten styles and build a generic handwritten OCR system, we propose to start by annotating a very small amount of data from a single letterer (person who writes text in speech balloons) and train the OCR on this specific letterer's style in order to reduce the Word Error Rate (WER) due to visual similarities (e.g. letter "i" from letterer A similar to letter "l" of letterer B). This approach has the advantages to require a small amount of training data, to reduce the complexity of the classification step of the OCR (less intra-class variability) and increase the OCR accuracy. Traditional OCR systems require annotated data at the level of letter which is really time consuming to annotate and inappropriate for cursive fonts [5] . Instead, we preferred to annotate text at the level of line using the efficient algorithm called OCRopus [1] . OCRopus is based on Long Short Term Memory neural networks (LSTM) that has proven its efficiency for handwritten text recognition [2] .
The idea is to train the system on a minimum (few hundreds) of annotated text lines and then recognize all the other text lines from the same letterer (same writing style). This approach reduce image cropping and annotating time (groundtruthing) but may introduce false positives and false negative. False negative are not important because their will not decrease the quality of the ground truth, just ignore some text lines from the story. However, false positive may bias the ground truth so they must be manually removed by the annotator. Once the manual transcription have been done, we train the OCR on this writing style and then try to recognize all the other text lines from the same letterer.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we compare typewritten and handwritten speech text recognition quality using generic and specifically trained approaches. The idea is to highlight the limitations of standard pre-trained OCR systems at recognizing speech text in comics and measure the minimal human power which is required to get benefit from a font specifically trained OCR system and improve recognition rate.
Generic approach consists in measuring the ability of an OCR system that has been trained on a large amount of samples from a lot of fonts to recognize a single word. In a more specific approach, we measure the ability of an OCR system trained on a small amount of sample of a given font (writing style) to recognize text using this font and only this font. For both approaches, we rely on the Levenshtein Edit Distance algorithm for determining the recognition accuracy at character level [12] . We use the string similarity ratio which is given as a percentage between zero and one 1 . We evaluate the proposed method using text lines from two datasets: eBDtheque [4] and Sequencity 2 (online comics library) in order to show the performance of the presented recognition systems. We selected the eBDtheque dataset because it provides text transcription for all images (unlike Manga109). Sequencity dataset is related to a partnership we currently have with a company. The eBDtheque dataset was designed to be as representative as possible of the comics diversity, it includes few pages of diverse albums. It is composed by one hundred images which are composed by 4691 annotated text lines. It contains images scanned from French comic books (46%), French webcomics (37%) with various formats and definitions, public domain American comics (11%) and unpublished artwork of manga (6%). From this dataset, we consider only the French comic books and webcomics in order to ease the comparisons with the second dataset which is only in French (3537 text lines) .
We call the second dataset "Sequencity", it is a collection of more than 14 000 full albums that are for sale in French libraries or online. We selected four albums with different types of writing styles, Album 1 (ISBN: 9782369812500) is typewritten and contains only well separated uppercase letters. Album 2 (ISBN: 9782754815925) is also typewritten but with tilted uppercase letters and some touching letters. Each albums contain between 130 and 500 pages, we annotated 500 text lines in each album from randomized pages. The groundtruthing was done by a French annotator following the process detailed Section 3.3. In this scenario, it takes approximately four hours to annotate one album (500 text lines) considering that the text extractor returns 50% of well segmented text line, the other 50% false positives are skipped by the annotator during the groundtruthing process.
The cropped text lines and associated groundtruth are available online 3 . However, the albums being not publicly available, we are not allowed to provide full images but the reader can get them images from the ISBN. "DIT OUE TU AU'AS" 0.84
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"COMME DES MALADES ET" 0.98 pus but better than on Album 2 and 4. This is due to the diversity of fonts that they use during their training process to enforce their polyvalence. OCRopus gives promising results (82%) similar to its score on Album 4 (80%). However, Table 4 shows poorer results when it is trained with less than 50% of the dataset (50% training set, 50% testing set). Note that the standard deviation is between 20-30% for the three tested OCR systems. This poorness can be explained by the fact that images from this dataset contain various noises due to old printing techniques and low resolution scanning. Also because of the mixture of different writing styles that confuses the classifier of the OCR (Table 2) . For Album 1 to 4 in Table 1 , their level of difficulty is clearly reflected by the performance of OCRopus. The latter decreases from 99% to 80% average accuracy in the same experiment condition (3% to 15% standard deviation respectively). OCRopus gives much better results than the two other OCR systems in general because the latter have not been trained on fonts similar enough to these writing styles including touching characters. Tesseract and FineReader perform in average better on Album 3 than the three other albums. It is probably because its writing style is non cursive and lowercase which is the most similar to typewritten font with which they have been trained for (Table 3) .
CONCLUSIONS
This paper compares the performance of standard generic pre-trained OCR systems and to a specifically trained OCR system and measure the pros and cons. Both systems have been tested on a representative dataset as well as specific albums having different level of difficulties for an OCR system. The results analysis shows that pre-trained OCR systems perform fairly good on typewritten-like and lowercase writing styles. However, specifically trained OCR can recognize quite well all tested writing styles but requires some manual work for annotating the training samples. We measured the influence of the amount of training data to train such OCR system. This amount of training data is related to the number of writing styles to recognize and to its level of difficulty (e.g. uppercase only, mixed, cursive). In the future, we want to specifically train the OCR system on other writing styles and then combine them to build a speech text recognizer able to recognize the maximum of writing styles. 
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